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AUSTRALIAN DESERT ACE ESCAPES POR THIRD TIME

Squadron Leader a. W, (’’Nicky”) Barr, D. F. C. and Bar, of Melbourne, who was one

of the most distinguished fighter pilots in the Western Desert during the second

Libyan push and the ensuing retreat, has just returned to the Middle East after

making his third escape from the enemy - this time from Italy, where he had been

a prisoner since he was shot down in June, 1942,

Barr, now 27, was with the Australian Rugby Union team in England when the

war began, and immediately returned, to Australia to enlist in the R. .1, A. P. He

reached the Middle East in September, 1941, and joined a famous Australian Xitti-

bomber Squadron which is now distinguishing itself in Italy,

In seven stirring months with the squadron at a tine when the enemy had mark-

ed aerial superiority, he destroyed at least 12 enemy aircraft and possible mere,

winning his two decorations. He was shot down three times. The first time, in

January, 1942, after a fight in which-he was credited with destroying three enemy

fighters, he was shot down, wounded slightly in the legs and arms, and landed be-

hind/enemy lines. He was machine-gunned on the ground by the Germans, but escaped,

and, helped by Senussi from a nearby carp,, got through the enemy lines to his

squadron after five days. The Senussi who helped him had hated the Italians since

some of their fellows had been taken from their village by Marshal G-raziani and

dropped from an aircraft.

Barr, who had been given command of the squadron at the' end of May, was shot

down for the second time during the Gazala battle in the following June,

Hour Kittyhawks had just coupleted their bombing attack in the famous

Cauldron tank-battle when they were' jumped by eight Me, 109s, Two Kittyhawk pilots

were killed. Barr was shot down and landed in the middle of the tank battle - and

Stuka dive-bombers launched an attack just as he landed. He was pulled from his

aircraft by a doctor, and amid bursting shells and bombs doctor and pilot .dashed

for a slit-tench and hid until a chance came to escape. After a night in Tobruk

hospital, Barr rejoined his squadron.'

Then on June 26, 1942, on his third operation of the day, Barr was shot

down for the third time, near Mersa Matruh* Barr’s engine was giving trouble, and

he had to leave the formation. Two Me, 109 s attacked him anci, to use his own words,

he was
Mknocked clean cut of the air".

Badly wounded and burnt, he baled out, landed safely, and was immediately

captured by the Italians, He was left in the sun a long tine and then put into

Tobruk hospital. While he was there, Mussolini visited Tobruk and that, according

to was the only tine the hospital was cleaned up.

If his adventures, since escaping in Italy could be told, they would make

a story as exciting as those preceding his capture, but the telling must wait

another day.
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